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GE1l

Recent multi-spacecraft Aaervalionn of the maanctopause have allowcI-I us to eatahlish
its structure and dvnamica.1 behavior. “I”he magnctopauae current sheet is thicker than
CXpCCtcd, often ten magnetosheath ion gyroradii or more. One very impomnt remit h=
been the confirmation of magnetic reconnecliou in Lroth itti quaahteadv and tramient
forma. ~f boundarv layer of magnetosheath-like planma i- often. but not always, observed
earthward of the magnetopauee current layer. There in corwiderable mmalf-scale magnetic
structure within the current laym, suggesting the preaerrce 0[ filamentary currents much
sm~]er th~ ●n ion ~YrorAiug, Such micro-structure may be important in particle diRrt-
sion ●nd, hence, reconnection. Thtte are many outstanding quertionn, among them: How
doea the low latitude boundary layer form? \f’hy is the magnetopause current i .;er so
thick? \f’hat is the detailed structure and Iopolofly of FTEs? IIOW ●re quasi-mteady and
transient reconnection rrlated”? The (; E Xl program may help us ●ddrerra t heae iaauea.

INTRoDucTIoN

The nature of lhe boundary between the Earth’s nlagnetic ficlrl and the solar plturma haa long been a subject of
inLenae intrrmt. Chapman and F’cmm [1931] recognized ~hat plaama from the sun could dramatically influence
the terrestrial ●nvironment. Dungey [I!)(3I ] pointed out that the solar magnetic field would play an important

role in the interaction, and introrluccd Il)agnctic reconnection as art energy transfer mechaniam between the solar
wind and the magnet~phere.

Early space *ions confirmed the ●xistence of the magnetopause. but ~he boundary’s detaikd structure

remained uncertain became of the spatial/temporal ambiguity inherent in single spacecraft obaervatiom, Conse-
quently ouch fundamental propertia aa magnetopauae thickneaa length acak and characteristic speed were very
uncert sin, The launch of multi-spacecraft miasiotm such aa ISEE and AM PTE brought us new understanding of
the boundary, but raked new qtteations, Sorrtc of these quastiono can only be answered when new miaiotm retch aa

CLUSTERand lSTPare launched. Dut others can still be addreaaed with data from paat and premtt mizaiom.
or with advanceo in theory and simulation.

In this paper we will review just a fcw ~pects of our new-found knowledge of the magnetopauae, and pose aorne
outstanding qtteatiotm, First, the topic of ●xpected and obeervcd magnetopauae thickneaz and motion in explored.

We next discuaa magnetopauae mic~otructure, and show evidence for filamentary magnetopause currents of

order 10 km in size. We diacurts obaervat iom of quasi-etcady and tranaient reconnection ( FTEs), and ponder
the relationship between the two, Finally, w Jincuaa how (l~h[ can achlreae some of the outstanding questiono

related to these magnet opauoe phenomena,

hfA(lNETOPA1’SE (“UttRKNT ~llKET S ~RUCTURE

.liagn~topauu Thichmram

Frmwra [1952] first considered the formation of a boundary hctwwt thr g-magnetic ficltl and strearnz of solar
pkama impingmg on it. i[e ●nvi~aged the magnctopaurre M n thin htym formed hy the penetration of a lJrvtm

of eolar ions and dcctronm into the gcomqn~tir field, The Jeeptv prvmtrntirm of the maarrive iono meatcu n
polarization electric field normal to the houmhtry, rrwtrding the ions md rtrm?krmlillg the r!lcctronn, ‘rhb prmnn

IS down nci]emttirally in the upper prtncl of ~igurr 1, tnkcn from Il”dh.q [ 1!)71], ‘l”IIc rmulting current rJhovI

thicknemt hould !re on the order of !!I:. ~irctron inertinl hmgt h, Ih typirnl rr-rndit irmn no more t hnn a frw kilomrvvr~

/%rAvr [1!)67] AJwrd llIrtl rttld)irlll pitrlirlf~~ fr{ltll III(I I(mqdwrr IwmlIl ill wflctslvxl WI IIIP p(drtriznt ion Ii(’hl,

nllowltlg mngnWxdlrMh ionn 10 penolrnlc Intr) t lIr IUI(NIIngnISlIt. Iil.1(1III) II) (MIC (jr two I(NI ~yr(wn(lii, n (li~t ntlrr 1~1

Rhout 1(I() km. This i~ Awn III 11111h)wer lwttwl llf l:i~llrr 1, I:;wly I’NIIIIIIIIIW[If IIInEIIM, 11,.IIIHOIIlirknmn Imwul (III

single Rprtrr(’rdt dtttrt hintrd thnt lhI’ rllrrrnl hhl I Ilwktww IH lnfhwd inru~’r t h:III lh’ [’h’(’lroll !ikill {11’INh

I



The International Sun-Earth Explorer Illission Jvas aimmi JI resolving t !le boundary thickness through use of
two point observations, Calcit I:ted magnetopause thicknesses oi nlorc than 300 krn were obtained [Russ .il ~n J

Elphac. 197 S]. In a more compreht’nsive surv( T., i!lcrrhem ~19&[) (ietcrmined that the current slieet scale length
ranges bettveen 500 and 1500 km. corresponding to !mtny Ion gyroradii. ‘1’!lis is shown in Figure 2, where the
calculated magnecopause thickness is plotted against t Ilc gyror,a(lius of protons at local magnetosheath energies.

The dashed lines represent thicknesses correspondirq to 5. 10. 20 and 10 ion gyroradii. \lost cases are at le~t
ten gyroradii thick: none is less than fi~e, This surprlsincly I Ilick current sheet implies that particles may be
quasi-trapped, drift!ng for many gyroperiods within tile I)ound:+ry before escaping. Demhem ~19W] found that
the only parameter that organizes I he magnttopause thickness IS dipole latitude, thinner boundaries being found
at lower latitudes.

.Uagnetopause Micr-o-str-ucfurv

\f’bile the magnetopause current sheet thickrwss IS typical]:, many ion gyroradii. there is evidence of considerable
small-scale structure within the boundary, suggest Ing the presence of filamentary or time-varying currents. Such
small-scale structure can be responsible for disrupting the ideal ~!rift motion of particles within the current sheet
layer, thus leading to the breakdown of the l~ountiary ,as a tangclllial discontinuity. \Ve examine here some of the
evidence for small-scale structure withill and ner+r t lie magnctopause.

The upper panel of Figure 3 shows high resolution (4 sanlplcs/s) magnetic field data from ISEE 1 near 2300
UT on November 12. 1977. when the spacecraft were inbound near the magnetopause. The data are shown in
boundary normal coordinates (cf. Russell and Elph:c, [1978]), and illustrate a rapid multiple crossing of the

rnagnetopause at a location of (8.5. -1.9, 3.7) R~ GShl. The magnetosheath field haa a southward orientation at
this time. \Yhat makeq these observations remarkable is that ISEE 1 and 2 are separated by only 15 km during the
pass. As a consequence, if there are any significant differences in the magnetic field observed at the two spacecraft,
they must be due to local currents with scale sizes of order 10’s of km. The lower panel of Figure 3 shows the
difference field, ISEE 1 minus ISEE 2. The difference field is small and very quiet within the magnetsphere, but
noisy within the magnetopause current layer.

Figure 4 focuses on the four minutes surrounding the magnctopause crossings, At 2257 UT the spacecraft are

in the magnetosphere, and en~er the boundary just before 2258 UT; by 2258:35 UT the spacecraft are on the

magnetosheath side of the magnetopauae, They then re-enter, and remain in the boundary layer until 2300:30
UT. One striking feature in the difference field occurs during the main current sheet crcssinga at 2258:28 and
2258:57 UT, namely the 10 nT AL?L signatures which persist for roughly ten seconds. These are signatures of
the Chapman-Ferraro current, The relatively steady 10 nT difference in L?f, over the 10 km normal separation
implies that a main current sheet thickness of about 100 km is rcquireti to acccmpliah the rou~hly 100 nT of total

BL field change between the n~agnetosheath and magnetosphere, [Mined in this way, the current sheet thickness
here is smalkr than those found IV !Jcr-rhrm [1984].

Of special note are the brief, spikey excursions with peak-to-peak amplitudes of up to 20 n’~ in all components.
These very brief fluctuations in the diflcrence field approach almost half the instantaneous background field, and
they suggest the presence of small-scale curr~nt structure within the main magnetopauee current sheet. If the
currents were in the form of thin sheets lying parallel to the main magrtctopause p!ane, only variations iI1 AU(, ;~nd

~~A/ would N?SU]t. ‘~hat thesf! fiuctuittions ttrc wen in ~~N iLS w’011 indicates the currents may have a fikmlcrltary
form. It requires more than ,)ust two spncrcrnft to complctrly sptwify the nrtture of u tkree-tlimcnsional curr(wt,
whether It he due to illtrlnrnlc ritructurv or n propagating wnve. in nny rttse. however, the rmrtlhcrtk structurp in
t he magtmtopnune may play nn importrtnt rol~~ in the chaotiztttion of Pnrticlc gvro orbits, und IIP:lc(* in prtrt Iclr

(Iiflusion JLnd ultinmtvly In t ho (mwt Id’ rw-onnrct mn.

(jutt$l. !:(ffldy ht’ro~,?lfl’llotl



magnetopause is consistent witil the expcc Ird stress balance of quasi-steady reconnection, and that the process
can persist in time over many IlllUUL@.. Thi5 CM be seen il) Figure 4, showing plasma and magnetic field dala

from lSEE 1 and 2 for September S, 1!)78. ‘1’l~csatellites are separated by iil)out 1800 km, with ISEE 2 leadinq
outbound. On this pta.ss the magnetopause was omervtxl at a radial distance of about 8.5 RE, at 1140 hours L-r
and +26 degrees Iatit) de.

lSEE 2 is the first to encounter rapidly flowing pI,MIna in IIIC I,oulldary layer and then in the magnetopauw
current sheet itself at 0038 UT. \Vllcn lSEE 1 enters the boundiir), :t’gion at 00!1 (’T it too observes accelerated
plasma 11OWSwith magnitudes greater t ~lan .!00 km/s. ,\s iSEE 1 exits the magnetopause current sheet, the flow
speed drops to background magnetoshea[h values of 100 km/s or Icss, Then, at 0046 UT, high speed flows again
are seen in concert witii a partial entry Into the rnagnetopause. At lSEE 2 in the magnetosheath further from the
boundary no accelerated plasma flow IS seen, althouuh fluxes of more energetic ring current particles are seen.

The accelerated plasma flows obse;ved here agree quantitatively with those expected of reconnection. Bllt while
these flows are quasi-steady on a time scale of a fcw mmutes, a longer period modulation may exist. The centm
times of the fast flow events are 0025, 0033, 0041 and 0049 UT, suggesting a recurrence time scale in this case
of about 8 minutes. \f’bile this behavio, could conceivably he due to radial moticn of the boundary, it could as
well be evidence of the basic transient nature of tl}e reconnection process, a transient aapect that has been used

t.o explain FTEs.

Flux Tmnsjer Events: .Uorphology and Phenontenology

There is considerable evidence that FTEs ?.re the result of impulsive reconnection at the magnetopause. Their

magnetic signature im~lies that they are not simple surface waves on the magnetopause. They are sometimes
associated with accelerated plasma 11OWSwith speeds vrry much higher than the magnetosheath flow speed. They

are mxsociated with electron heat IIux, and energetic particle (Iata support the idea that they contain open field
lines. FTEs appear to occur almost exclusively when the 131F is southward [Demhem, 1984].

There is an extremely important note to FTE observations: Not everyone appreciates ttiat many FTEs, at

least as seen in magnetic field data, are not passages of the spacecraft through a reconnected flux tube. Instead
the signature is often that of a grazing impact, primarily the disturbance field arol’~ d the FTE axh. F’arrugia
et al. [1986] studied these signatures and showed tli~bt they are approximately consistent with incompressible
plasma flow about an impenetrable cylinder. (.’onsequentiy the field strength maxima so often seen in FTEs do

not necessarily correspond to the core field of a twisted flux rope structure, but rather simply to the draping
field around the FTE core rebbn. In fact, surh a signature is anlbiguous; it could be prod~ced by a reconnection
process or by an isolated surface wave,

That FTEs are not simple surface wavea on the magnetoptmse can bc seen from their magnetic signature both
inside and outside the r.~agnetospherc, Figure 5 is a time serica of the magnetic field in boundary normal coordi-
nates for a magnetopause crossing by lSEE 2 on Octc]ber 21, lf)80, The spacecraft passes out of the magnetosphere
into the magnetosheath, crossing the magnctopaurx at 1247 UT, I:TEs are observed almost continuously from

1212 [~T untd 1326 ITT. The bipolar signatures in L’N huvc the same +/- sense whether they are seen inside
I he magnetosphere, or in the magnctosheath, In order for n surface wave to produce both sign~tures, it must
push the magrtctopause only inward for rnagnetospheric F’I’~s Rnd only outward for magrmtoshcath ~’1’~s, ‘]’hc
sitnpler explanation IH that the I;TE is R disturhnnm Iikc a bli~tcr on the I)outtdary, disturti~lg both the w)l]th-
wnrd mttgnctmhenth and northward Il)agnetw+pllerlc fields to pro(luce the characteristic +/- l),v slgnmture in tllf’

northern magnctopausc and a rcvww -/+ slgnnturr in the south.



one open question concerning FTEs is their explicit maqnetic topology, and by implication, the form of re-
connection that gives rise 10 FTE structure. lither lmpulsi~w reconnection. ‘w suggested by h’cltoler [198S! aIIJ
SO UthrLOod et ai. [1 S8$], or multiple x-line reconnection ~Lce and fu. 1!)85: (’rooker 1986] could produce the

observed signatures. There are aiso qt;est ions ,oncernlnc IIIC role of Kc’lvii~-llcltl~lloltz In reconnection: L~bcllf -

Harner et al. [1988] has suggested that tearinz ]Ilcxlt’ may feed ON tile K-II instability. There IS also the possibility
that the reverse takes place. that SImngly sheareti rcconncct ion flows could drive ~-]i.

FTE Quasa-penod~rtty and Chaos

\Ve showed evidence earlier that even quasi-steady -srate reconnection may have some intrinsic time scale for
growth and decay. FTEs appear to k highly time-( it’pendcnt reconnection events. %metlrnes quasi-steady

reconnection and FTEs are observed on the same n~aqnetopause pass. Are the two seemingly distinct forms of

reconrwction related? Is there ail intrinsic time scale associated with the reconnection instability?

Figure 6 shows a pass through the [nagnctopause near [he nose by All PTE t’KS. The panels contain ion

density, temperature, thermal pressure, and vector flow velocity, respectively. The bottom panels show magnetic

field; both field and flow are in boundary normal coordinattw. L’KS is initially in the magnetosphere as evidenced
by the low plasma density and high temperature: there is a brief exit to the magnetosheath between 1559 and

1602 UT, characterized by high densities and low temperatures. Thereafter L’KS returns to the .nagnetosphere
hut haa two encounters with boundary layer-like plasma at 1604 and 1608 UT; the satellite does not exit the
magnetosphere completely until 1G1O l-T.

There are flow bursts throughout the pass. with center times of 1559:30. 1601:45, 1604:30, 160’.:15, 1610:30,
1614:00 and 1616:30 UT, The first two and the event at ltJ10:30 UT are associated with rr,agnet >pause current
sheet crossings, and may reflect qu=i-steady reconnection. The others appear to be associated with bipolar

variations in the 13N component, a signature of FTEs, All flow bursts are associated with ion thermal pressure

mwcima. Two possible explanations of this behavior are ( 1) Motions of the magnetopause, including undulations
or small wavelength surface waves, carry a relatively steady-state fast flow layer over the spacecraft, givir!g the

illusion of temporal burstiness; (2) Rapid reconnection flows occur over a variety of time scales, from qusSi-
steady to impulsive. In the former only quasi-steady reconnection is required, alcttg with wlrface motion of the
magnetopause: however, the arguments advanced in the last section put this explanation in doubt. The second

picture explains why there should be a BN signature in some events and not in others.

The quasi-periodic occurrence of reconnection evmtts. and in particular FTEs, suggests that the process has
some intrinsic time scale for the buildup and release of free energy in the magnetopause current sheet, If so, there
should be a relationship between the energy released in a FTE and the free-energy buildup time: the longer the
buildup time. the greater the energy available for release, and t.cnce the greater th energy in the 11’TE, This
process is analogous to proposed substorm mechanisms in the magnetotail, to the unsteady flow of water drops

from a ieaky faucet, and even to the occurrence of earthquakes. It is, in short, characteristic of a highly nonlinear
dynanlica! system.

So we wish to explore the relationship between F“i’ii ( rclcmcd ) energy arid the accumulated free energy since
the last release. 13ecause it is impossibl~ to deterrnin~ the total energy content of a k’TE, we must me a mea-

surable quantity which is itl some way rvlated to mm’gy content. One possible parameter is simply FTE size, nx
chnractcrizer.j by the duration of t~lc ew)t. Fur this quantity to br a valid sizr paranmter, we must assume t Ilat
all ~Th travel at the same spc ml.To cllmactt.rizc [he frcr rncrgy nccumulntml t4t tlm tnngnetopnu8e, w~ use the

time sine? the laat FTC, For this (Iunntity to he n vnli(i parameter we munt assume that the I(aat ITE rclwuwtl
All free energy from the Imundnry, nnd morw)ver I hnt t,llv frm tlnrrgy nccurnulntiotl rnlcri rtre alwnyn t ho Bruno,



the size of the FTE normal to chc boundary compared 10 Its extent along [he boundary, the larger the value of
8B.v/ < B >. \Vhen multiplied by FT12 duration. Ilw quanti[y I)econws an estimate of FTE size In the boundary
normal direction. Figure 8 show’s how I his t:uantity ~“wies tvlth inter -lTi? time. Once again there is a trend
suggesting that “ Iarge”r” FTEs arc found after Iongur oner%y accumuiatiol] I imes. aIId most of the .A\lpTE FTEs
are smaller than the ISEE FTEs.

There are many reasons for the scatter in Figures ; ond S. L)llr simple measures of FTE size or energy conlent.
and of the boundary’s free enerl;y accumulation t]nlc arc rri]dv. !t is lll~]l~e]y []lat all FT’ES convect past [IIC

spacecraft at the same speed: the free-ertergy accumulation rate IS likely to vary with l\l F and solar wind dynanlic
pressure. \loreover, the quan~lty “’Time Iletwwm IT Es” l~ides the fact tliat, lf the last FTE was a small one,

little free energy was remol’ed from the boundary. ~lIus, a large FTE could follow a small one by a very short
time.

Like unsteady water drops, there silould 1)~’a relationsilip between the time CInce the last FTE and the time
since the l~t one before that. This relation stlip. :L kind of FTE strange attractor. would not be obvious un[li
hundreds or thousands of FTEs had hcen ohservtwi. :md then on]y under absolutely constant external conditions.
In practice the external conditions are constantly ct]a[lqtng. Thus, an intrinsically endogenic process (the quasi-
periodic accumulation and shedding of free en~’rgy in the boundary) could bs t ri~ered irregularly by exogenic
processes (solar wind pressure pulses, or rhartges Ill l\l F orientation ), A solar wind pressure pulse, for example,
could pinch an initially stable magnctopause currrnt sheet., drive it Unstablp, and produce a burst of reconnection.

31 AC XETOPAUSE l) YNAMICS

I.VF Eflects

The Kelvin. Hehnholtz instability has long been touted as a mechartism for the transfer of energy from the solar
wind to the magnetosphere, particularly when the interplanetary field is northward, It is of intereat to examine

the dynamics of the magnetopause as a function of IMF orientation, Song et al. [1988] studied hundreds of
magnetopause crossings of ISEE 1 and 2, and determined the extent of radial motion of the boundary based on
the first and last crossing location. Then they categorized these ctcwaings as a function of local time and I\lF
orientation, The results are shown in Figure 9. !iereis shown amplitude of the rrtagnetopause radial motion versus

solar zenith angle for crossings near tbe equatorial plane, for southward Ih~F (top panel) and for northward IMF
(lower panel). The lines denote the median values in each 20 degree solar ~enith angle bin.

The results show ciearly that magnetopause motion is muctl more pronounced during southward IMF than
northward. The amplitude of motion increases from less than (),2 RF at the nose to almost 1 RE near the flanks.

For northward lMF the typical radial amplitude is no greater than about 0,2 RE, and if anything it decreases flom
the subsolar po:nt, The northward IMF cases have many zero amplitude events, each of which corresponds to a
single crossing of the magnetopause. One can infer from these results that there is no evidence for the grow;h of
Kelvin- Helrnholtz instability for northward IMF. Song et al. have #hewn that the average magnetopause mw Ion
during northward lM F is consistent with the typical “ noise level” of solar wind dynamic pressure changes. “I%e
greater magnetopause dynamics seen for soutl,varcl INIF may have their cause In reconnection-relate4 processes,
Ce[tainly FTEs play a role in creating nmgnetop.~uw disturbrmcut of up to (),5 R~ amplitude.

Solar \l’ind Trunatentu

The foregoing results do not cxcludP the posrsll,ility that Huddcn cllangwt in rsolar wind conditions ran dranmt-
ically aflect the magnciopautw. and the polar ionosphcrp, when the INIF is nortilwnrd. Friis-(.%msf:ansen tl rtl.

[1987] have studied a large twin-vortex vvent in the ionosplwro t hat was clearly related to stn abrupt change in so-
lar wind d ynanlic pressure ahd [?.1F optentatlon, 1,’lphlc [19t!H] Iitas {Iiscuwml this Pvetlt. Ill essence, iilly Iocaliml,

tri3V~llll)g l) CrtllrbIitlOll ~t thS! MlO,~n,!Lf)pItllMt! pr(>(~U(”(Y! II (Ilaf,,lrb:illce Ill I ho !$UrNJUtS(llll~ Chttgd lllItgMkMl)lll’rk’

Iiol(l Iitlw: t his {{isturhmcr is cr~tllllllllll{”nt(’{l to t III’ iotl(ml)ll~’rv VI:L ,\lfv~ll w:~vvs.
‘1’his is, ill dlfcct, a ncw nKxlI* of solllr-((’rrf’strl:~l illterart ion ‘]”lto rolll)littg is grr~atml ffl II\lI renditions nrc 1110s1

ltntttcdy In cnm of m)rthwnrd l\l F. :1.uttl thc )’ms.( ‘LIINfifIn.~rtt C( (Il. [1!)87] !Ovvnt. I ,, l.~litll(lt! rmontlf’rl 1o11

ISIexprrto~l to l)lmy Iiltlr or no r(h; (Iurlng sllch tlllws Illi!, lr:~llsl(’]1[-(’olli)iillg ~’llwt Illay l,, I,lic I)rill):wy’ ttMMII’III



energy transfer from the solar wind to the rnagnetosptlere. ~lIc twundtiry need not be Kelvirt-Helmholtz unstable.
Energy is transferred all the same.

Recent observations of the magnctopause nave Laugl)t us a qreat deal about the large anit small-scale structurr
and dynamrcs of the boundary between the soiar ~vInd ,and the magnetosphere. \\’e have seen that marmc-
topause srructure ranges from sub-gyroradius scales up to aIId exceeding 1 ~&. There is considerable evidence

for the e.wstence of reconnection In both its quasi-steady and I rilIISICIlt forms. There are also Important maq-

netopause prccesses associated with the unsteady solar }vlnd, processes which have important ramifications for
solar wind /ionosphere coupling.

\Vhile early theoretical predictions for the rnaqnetopaim thickness ranged from an electron inertial length up
to one or two ion gyroradii. measured current sheet thicknesses from ISEE observations indicate the boundary is

usually ten times this thickness, and sometimes n]ore, There is fine strljcture in the current sheet. however. The
cause of this small-scale filamentary structure is unkno’.vn. but it may play an important role in the scattering of

particles within the magnetopause.

Observations have also establistied the existence of reconnection phenomena at the magnetopause. In particular,
the observed accelerated plasma flow at the magnetopause is consistent with quasi-steady reconnection. Data from
the widely separated spacecraft show ‘hat this process IS confined to the magnetopause current layer region, can
be steady on timescales of minutes but is episodic over longer periods. Another example of episodic or transient

reconnection is the flux transfer event, Data from lSEE and AItlPTE UKS together show that FTEs can be
seen simultaneously at widely srparated sit~,s, The quasi-periodic nature of FTE occurrence suggests that the

magnetopause has some intrinsic time scale for the buildup and release of free energy when the l\f F is southward.
This inter-FTE time scale appears to be related to ~hc FTE energy content, or ita size: the longer the time since
the last FTE, the Iongc- the FTE “growth phase”’, and the larger the next FTE will be.

Reconnection is just one source of rnagnetopause d ynamica. Transient changes in solar wind dynamic pressure
can lead to dramatic magnetopause dynamics, as in the case discussf’d by Friis-Chtisiiansen et of. [1987]. Even

for northward IMk’ orientations, significant energy transfer between 111Psolar wind and the ionosphere can take
place. This mechanism depends on variable as opposed to steady cuuditions for the communication of energy
from the solar wind to the magnetosphere/iortmphere system.

Here are just a few of the outstanding questions thht GEhf can help answer:

(1) \Vhy is the magnetopause many ion gyroradii thick? What causes the small-scale (sub-ion-gyroradius) struc-
ture within the current sheet? \Vliat process is responsible for the resistivity leading to reconiiection?

Bothsimula~ ons nnd analysis of observations may help us understand magnetopause current sheet structure.
As in the study of coilisioniesa shocks, kinetic simulations can track the microscopic processes which give rise
to l~ge scdc behavior. From observations it may be poee~ble to determine under what conditions smdl-scaie
structure appears in the current sheet, and wt.ether or nut it i~ associated with reconnection.

(2) JVhat w r he true topology and phenonwnology of FTEs? IIow are FTEs and quaai-steady reconnection
related?

M HD slmulatitms provide explicit plasma and magnetic field behavior against which data can bc cornparcd. \’my
little rigorous quantitative tvstirrg of vnrious FTE theorim has been (1,..ne using the most important discriminator
of all; ol)scrvations, It is equally inlporLnnt Il)at we use ol)mrviiticvui to construct m cnipiricul description 01
what a FTE in. !iin~itlations mny also Iw ;tblc to SIIOW wli{’thor or II(’. I’rh r(*prtW~nt ii PI!t(,,; trtmsitimliil st;itII

of rm<onnortion,

(3) \\’hat is the Ijfl’cct of IInstr:i[iy w)liir wind crmdili(ms’! Ilow flo I)rwwurf’ I)lllsf’q Influrncr sol;ir

win(l/rnagnrtosl) ll(*rc/ionnNl)l lf’r[* rwupling’;

ti



Observations suggest that variab]e, as opposed to steady solar tvind conditions lead to an important transfer of
energy fronl I he magnet opause LO the ionosphere. If pmsible, it is important to t,ie together simultaneous ground-

ancf space-based observations te understand bet[er this nlode of coupling. L,ikewise, global simulations must beqin
to Include variable upscrearn conditions it) order to predict how [\l F changes and dynamic pressure pulses map
to t be magnetopause. and from there to t he atmosphere,

The G Ell pcogram provides an opportunity to do coordinated science focuseti on specific regions, processes and
phenomena. It is a chance for the theorlsc, simulator and expc[ imenter to work togethel. to advance understanding
in a kind of three-wa: feedback process. The rcievant topics t-ange from the smallest kinetic scales to the size
of the magnetosphere: there is something for everyone. if there is a danger to the GEJf approach, it is that a
narrow scientific focus may lack the flexibility to dca~ with an evolving study. The task is not to find the right
answers. it is to ask the right questions.

.-icknowfedgmcnts The author benefited from discussions with 11. Lockwood, \l. Smith. Il. Southwood, Xl.
Kivelson. M, Scholer, C. Russell, D. Sibeck, \’, Sergeev, P. Song and many other colleagues. The work at UCLA
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of ion and electron t;~jcctories for a beam incident on the geomagnetic field. I’IL(>
upper panel shows the case for a vacuum geomagnetic fi~~ld: the deeper penetration of ions leads to a polarlzatiol)
electric field ;vttich retards ions and accelerates ~~l~.ctrons, ‘1’l!e current layer thickness in this case is roull]l}’
the electron inerr.ial length, for typical conditions shout I km. ~he lower panel shows the c,ase where amt>wll{
magnetospheric (or ionospheric’) particles are able TO short out the polarization Iielcl. Then the current layrr

thickness N roughly an ion gyroradius, for typical conditions about 100 km. ~From il-iiiis [1971]).

Fig. 2. \lagnetopause current s!leet thicli~ess as determined by ISEE 1 and 2 time-of-f7ight analysis, compared

to the corresponding ion gyroradius based on measured fields and magnetosheath ion temperatures. The two
symbols refer to ion gyroradii based on Ion temperature measurements from two different instruments. \lost

magnetapau.se thicknesses are greater t Ilan ten ion gyroradii. and none are less than five. ( From Berchem [19S4] ).

Fig. 3. ISEE 1 and 2 data from November 12. 1977. near a boundary crossing at 2300 UT. The data are in
boundary normal coordinates, The satellites were srparated by only 15 km on this day. The upper panel shows
the high resolution magnetic field data from ISEE 1. the lower panel the difference field (ISEE 1 minus ISEE 2).

The satellites briefly exit the magnetosphere. crossing the main magnetopause current layer twice. A AB of 10
nT corresponds to roughly 800 n.4/m”. ‘fle strong positive ADL signature corresponds to the Chapman-Ferraro
current. There is considerable small scale structure present in all three components. \Vithin the magnetosphere

proper the difference field is very small and quiet, indicating no small scale currents of any significance.

Fig. 4. Fast plasma and magnetic field data from 15EE 1 and 2 for a magnetopause crossing on September

8, 1978. Rapid plasma flows are observed in the vicinity of the magnetopause (as indicated by the change in
Bz ). These flows. which are much fmter than the nearby magnetosheath flows, are consistent with steady state
reconnection, though they appear to occur in a semi-episodic manner. (From Sonnerup et al. [1981]).

Fig. 5. ISEE ~! magnetopauae and FTE observations for an outbound pass on October 21, 1980, between 120C
and 1340 UT. The data are in boundary normal coordinates. FTEs are otlserved both in the magnetosphere
between 1210 and 1245 L’T, and in the magnetosheath between !245 and 1325 U’I’. The characteristic bipolar
EN signaturea have the same +/- sense in both the magnetosphere and magr,etosheath. Simple surface waves on
the magnetopar.w boundary could not produce this sense of BN on both sid(w of the magnetopause.

Fig. 6, Plasma ion and magnetic field data from A\fPTE UKS for magnctopauae crossings on September 19,

1984. The velocity and field are in boundary normal coordinates, As can he seen in the BL component, the
crossings occur at 1559:30, 1602:00 and 1611:00 UT, and accelerated flows ,Irr observed at these times. Rapid

flows are also seen aasociar.ed with the FTEs at 1604, 1607, 1614 and 1617 L“I once again, the accelerated plasma

flows appear to occur in a quasi-periodic manner. every 2 to 3 minutes. Each flow burst is associated with a

maximum in ion thermal pressure.

Tig. i. FTE durations versus inter-FTE time. FTE duration is defined aa , :~e time between the extrema of the
bipolar 11~ signature; inter-FTE time is simply the time elapsed since the last FTE. If duration is an indication
of FTE size, hence energy content. and inter- FTE titne is an indicatm nf magnet6pause free-energy accumulation
time, then longer accumulation times lead to larger FTEs. Most of the ;\MPTE FTEs, sampled at lower latitudes,

are smaller than those at lSEE.

Fig. 8. Another FTE “size” measure versus inter- FTE time. ‘~lle prodllct of duration and ~~,v/ < B > ‘s ‘i

measure of FTE size normal to the magnetopause surface, Once again. larger FTEs appear to be associated with
longer inter-FTE times.

Fig. 9, Amplitude of magnetorausc radial tnot.ion aY a function of solar zenith ang!e for northward (upper pwwi)

and southward (Icwer panel) !h[F omxrtations. i!edi~ns are shown by lines The magnet opause radial arnplit IIA

is much qeatcr for southwnrd than fm north warli 131F. ‘1’11(.rvIS Ilr.I,,vitlerlc(~ L)r growl !I of the K,’lviti-llrltilllf~lt z

instability during northward I\ IF. From Song rt 01 [1988].
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